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This term you will explore the following  Formal 
Elements of Art:
• Line
• Tone
• Shape
• Form
• Colour
• Texture

Artist Research: Georgia O'Keeffe (1887-1986)

In Art you will be assessed on 4 main areas, each worth 25%.
Artist Research - Experiment Record - Present

To express my opinion about an artists work 
and use their work to inspire my own. To 

write about my ideas.

To use basic materials and to refine/ make 
improvements to my work.

To draw from observation, use tone, detail 
and plan my ideas.

To develop my ideas into a piece of work, 
bringing together all of my ideas.

Georgia O'Keeffe was an American artist. She was best known for her paintings 
of enlarged flowers. Born in 1887, Georgia O'Keeffe was an American artist who 
painted nature in a way that showed how it made her feel. She is best known 
for her paintings of flowers and desert landscapes.
She played an important part in the development of modern art in America, 
becoming the first female painter to gain respect in New York's art world in the 
1920s. Her unique and new way of painting nature, simplifying its shapes and 
forms, meant that she was called a pioneer.

Drawing Techniques Watercolour TechniquesColour Theory
You mix two primary colours together to 
make secondary colours. You mix all the 
primary colours to make brown.  

Primary colours:

Secondary colours:

There are different types of pencils that 
make it easier to create different tones. The 
pencils go from hard to soft (H means hard, 
B means black). Hard pencils make a light 
tone, softer pencils make darker tones. 

Continuous line drawing means you keep 
going without taking your pen off the surface. 
This means your drawing will only have one 
line, even if it bends and twists. This 
technique is ideal for showing different 
emotions (e.g. spiky lines to show anger) or to 
give your drawing more texture.

Selecting the Correct Equipment

Use your brush, water and paint in different ways to create 
different effects.
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Design	Inspiration:		

In	3D	Design you	will	be	assessed	on	4	main	areas,	each	worth	25%
Design Make	 Enhance Record

• To	create	a	3D	design	which	responds	to	
the	brief	given.	

• To	follow	safe	working	practices	and	
develop	skills	with	tools	and	machinery	

in	the	workshop.

• To	give	a	good	quality	finish	by	
smoothing	and	decorating	the	product

• To	name	and	explain	tools	and	
techniques	used	throughout	the	project	

• To	evaluate	the	product

Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the
Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the
Our brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the

brief	is	to	design	and	make	a	
‘blockhead’	toy	suitable	to	be	sold	in	the

3D	sketching	using	
the	oblique	method

The	range	of	
characters	we	
can	use	as	
inspiration	is	
increasing.	
Alongside	the	
traditional	
characters,	like	
Mickey	and	
Minnie,	we	now	
have	Pixar,	
Marvel	and	Star	
Wars	characters.	
Giving	us	tonnes	
to	choose	from!

These	are	the	tools	used	for	making	the	
‘blockhead’:

Homework

To	accessories	the	‘blockhead’,	use	found	
objects	that	match	your	character.	An	
example	for	Mickey	Mouse	would	be:

Gold 
drawing 
pins for 
Mickeys 
buttonsBlack 

card or 
buttons 
for 
Mickeys 
ears

The	smoothing	process	is	
very	important	for	a
quality	finish.	We	don’t	
want	any	splinters,	dents	
or	saw	lines.

Mickeys 
buttonsbuttons
Mickeys 
buttons
Mickeys Mickeys 
buttons
Mickeys 

Once	you’ve finished	
making	the	blockhead,	
say	what	went	well	and	
what	could	be	
improved.	Recording	
these	ideas	is	a	very	
useful	skill	to	practice.	

Record	your	incredible	knowledge

Make	sure	you	use	the	correct	
terminology	to	name	and	explain	the	
tools	and	techniques
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Computer Science

Logic Gates

NOT
Gate

It outputs the opposite of the 
input. 

AND
Gate

The output will be positive 
(true) when both inputs (the 
input one AND the input two) 
are positive (true).

OR 
Gate

The output will be positive 
(True) if at least one input is 
true.

Python
Key Skills

Comments

Using a hash symbol, this turns the code for 
this line to red.  This code does not count 

when the compiler runs the program.  
Comments are useful to note the version or 

key code notes.

Print ()

This syntax allows you to display in the shell 
some text.  For example “Hello”.

Variables

Variables are locations that we can 
use to store data in – this data can 

be changed. 

Selection

Selection is a decision in programming.   A question is 
asked, and depending on the answer, the program 
takes one of two courses of action, after which the 

program moves on to the next event.

Iteration

Iteration in programming means repeating steps, or 
instructions over and over again. This is often called a 

‘loop’.

Key Words

Decomposition Breaking down a problem into smaller manageable pieces

Pattern 
Recognition

Recognising patterns or similarities in problems

Abstraction Focussing on the important information only, removing unnecessary details

Algorithm Set of instructions or rules to solve a problem

Pseudocode Pseudocode is not a programming language, it is a simple way of describing a set of 
instructions that does not have to use specific syntax.

Binary Is the language of computers.  1 represents on, 0 represents off.

Truth Table Represents all possible combinations of inputs and outputs through a logic gate

Key Skills
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ICT

Stay Safe online - the SMART rules
Ref: http://www.kidsmart.org.uk/beingsmart/

Keep safe by being careful not to give out personal information when you’re chatting or 
posting online. Personal information includes your email address, phone number and 

password.

Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous. Only do so with 
your parents’ or carers’ permission and even then only when they can be present. Remember 

online friends are still strangers even if you have been talking to them for a long time.

Accepting emails, IM messages, or opening files, pictures or texts from people you don’t know 
or trust can lead to problems – they may contain viruses or nasty messages!

Someone online might lie about who they are and information on the internet may not be 
true. Always check information with other websites, books or someone who knows. If you like 

chatting online it’s best to only chat to your real world friends and family

Tell your parent, carer or a trusted adult if someone or something makes you feel 
uncomfortable or worried, or if you or someone you know is being bullied online.

Fireworks
Key Skills

Text Tool

This allows you to write 
text onto a Digital 

graphic 

Pointer Tool

This tool allows you to 
select different objects 
on Fireworks to move 
them or change their 

properties.

Ellipse tool

This draws a circle 
shape

Transparent

This may mean your 
canvas or shape 

could be transparent 
– meaning you can 
see straight through 

it!

Key Words

Personal 
Information

Information or data that identifies a person, for example name, address, email 
address, phone number.

Spam Receiving undesired or unsolicited emails.

Format(ting) When you change the appearance, style, presentation or layout of something.  For 
example formatting a table in a word document or changing the format of text.

Font This is the style (or typeface) of the text (writing).  This can be Font style,size,bold 
etc.

Animation This adds an effect to text or images on a slide.  Makes a presentation more 
dynamic.

Transition This adds an effect to a slide in how PowerPoint moves from slide to slide.

Formula A mathematical expression in Excel that performs a calculation i.e.  = 2 * 12.

Function A pre-defined formula in Excel that calculates  the value of a cell, i.e. SUM, 
AVERAGE.

Phishing Sending an email designed to trick the recipient into giving away personal 
information.

Fraud Fraud is pretending to be someone else, phishing is trying to get personal 
information.

Digital Footprint This is the trail of data that you leave whenever you use the internet, for example 
what you write (good or bad) images you post or websites you visit.

Cyberbullying This is the term when someone is being bullied online.

Fireworks

Layer Can contain vector or bitmap graphics.  Each layer is positioned, for example a 
square could be positioned on top of a circle.

Ellipse Draws a circle on Fireworks.

Pointer This pointer tool allows you to select different objects.

Canvas This is the area that your graphic is being created on.

Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous. Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous. 
your parents’ or carers’ permission 

Accepting emails, IM messages, or opening files

Meeting someone you have only been in touch with online can be dangerous. 
your parents’ or carers’ permission 

true. Always check information with other websites, books or someone who knows. If you like 

Accepting emails, IM messages, or opening files
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ENGLISH – VICTORIAN CRIME AND DETECTION

YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - AUTUMN TERM 1 2020
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER 

Cleaning Cross contamination Cooking Chilling 

Food group Nutrient Function in body
Fruit/Vegetables Vitamins Fight disease
Potatoes, bread… Carbohydrate Energy 
Beans, pulses,
fish…

Protein Muscle
growth/repair

Dairy… Calcium Bone/teeth growth
Oils and Spreads Fat Insulation of body 

FOOD
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – AUTUMN TERM 1 2020

Key Terms Meaning

Atlas An atlas is a collection of various maps of the earth or a 
specific region of the earth. The maps in atlases show 
geographic features, the topography of an area's landscape 
and political boundaries. They also show climatic, social, 
religious and economic statistics of an area.

Compass A compass is a tool for finding direction. A simple 
compass is a magnetic needle mounted on a pivot, 
or short pin.

Grid reference A grid reference is a location on a map, which is found 
using the northing and easting numbered lines. Grid 
references are useful for helping a map user to find specific 
locations.

British isles The British Isles is made up of: England, Northern 
Ireland, Republic of Ireland, Wales and Scotland.

Latitude Lines of latitude circle the Earth in an east-west 
direction. They are parallel.

Key Terms Meaning

Map symbols Symbols help us to include lots of detail 
on maps that are drawn to scale . They include 
simple images, letters and abbreviations.

Contour lines These are lines drawn on maps that join places of 
the same height.

Location of Manchester The city is situated in North West England on the bank of 
the Irwell. Surrounding cities are Liverpool, Sheffield and 
Blackpool. 

Challenges in the city. When using the term ‘challenges’ when learning about 
cities we are exploring the social, environmental and 
economic problems created by urban living. 

Features When we talk about features on geography we slip 
them into human or physical features. For example 
a human geography feature is a city and a physical 
geography feature is a river. 

Equator The Equator is an imaginary line around the centre 
of the Earth, dividing it into the North and South 
Hemispheres

Key concepts:
o Human geography – looks at the impact 

and behaviour of people and how they 
relate to the physical world..

o Physical geography- looks at the natural 
processes of the Earth, such as climate 
and plate tectonics.

o Continents - A continent is a massive 
area of land that is separated from 
others by water or other natural 
features. There are seven continents on 
Earth and together they cover one third 
of the world, with the oceans covering 
the other two thirds.

o Oceans  - An ocean is a huge body of salt 
water

GEOGRAPHY
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – AUTUMN TERM 2 2020

Key Terms Meaning

Rainfall Rain is liquid water in the form of droplets that have 
condensed from atmospheric water vapor and then 
become heavy enough to fall under gravity. We can 
separate the types of rainfall in to the 3 categories above. 

Water cycle The cycle of processes by which water circulates between 
the earth's oceans, atmosphere, and land, involving 
precipitation as rain and snow, drainage in streams and 
rivers, and return to the atmosphere by evaporation.

Extreme weather Extreme weather is when a weather event is significantly 
different from the average or usual weather pattern. This may 
take place over one day or a period of time. A flash flood or heat 
wave are two examples of extreme weather in the UK.

Climate change  Climate change is lasting change in long term weather 
patterns over a significant period of time. Climate 
change has positive and negative impacts and physical 
and human causes.

Atmosphere The Earth's atmosphere is the relatively thin layer 
of gases that surround the planet. It provides us 
with the oxygen we need to stay alive.

Key Terms Meaning

Climate  Climate describes average weather conditions over 
longer periods and over large areas

Weather Weather describes the day-to-day conditions of the 
atmosphere. Weather can change quickly - one day it can 
be dry and sunny and the next day it may rain.

Cold environments Cold environments are characterised by low temperatures 
but are varied in their nature. They cover approximately 
25% of the world's land surface. Cold environments (both 
polar and tundra) are found in high latitude areas and 
mountainous regions of the world.

Hurricane A hurricane is a large rotating storm with high speed winds 
that forms over warm waters in tropical 
areas. Hurricanes have sustained winds of at least 74 miles 
per hour and an area of low air pressure in the centre 
called the eye.

Adaption Adaptation is the evolutionary process where an organism 
becomes better suited to its habitat. This process takes 
place over many generations.

Precipitation Any form of liquid or solid water particles that fall 
from the atmosphere and reach the surface of the 
Earth.

Convectional rainfall - When the land 
warms up, it heats the air above it. This 
causes the air to expand and rise. As the 

air rises it cools and condenses. If this 
process continues then rain will fall. 

Relief rainfall - occurs when warm moist air 
from the Atlantic Ocean rises up over 

mountains. When the warm air rises, it cools 
and condenses to form clouds, which 

bring rain. Once the air has passed over the 
mountains, it descends and warms 

Frontal  rainfall - occurs when a warm 
front meets a cold front. The heavier cold 
air sinks to the ground and the warm air 

rises above it. When the warm air rises, it 
cools. The cooler air condenses and form 

clouds. The clouds bring heavy rain. 

Hurricane formation 
GEOGRAPHY
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2020 AD0
500 BC
Celts

43 AD 
Romans

510 AD 
Anglo-
Saxons

793 AD 
Vikings

Settlement of the British Isles

Key Terms Meaning

BC Before  Christ

AD Anno Domini, Latin for ‘The year of our Lord’

Century A period of one hundred years. EG. In the first 
century AD the Romans invaded Britain

Invasion Using a military to take control over a place.

Migration the movement of people from one place to 
another with the intentions of settling, 
permanently or temporarily, at a new location

Testudo A defensive and protective military strategy, 
involving the use of shields.

Moral Behaviours or actions that can be judged right 
or wrong.

Skills concept key words:
Chronology – in time order.
Cause – The reason why something happens.
Reason – A cause, explanation or justification for an action or event.
Interpretation – A historical opinion of a person or event.
Inference – An educated guess based on the evidence.

Knowledge concept key words:
Power – The ability of capacity to do something or act in a particular 
way.
Control– The power to direct or influence people’s behaviour or the 
course of events.
Empire – A group of countries or places controlled by one country or 
power.
Motive – A reason or justification for an action.
Explanation– The term used to describe an empire which is growing 
and spreading.

Key Terms Meaning

British Isles The group of Islands situated off Western 
Europe, the biggest of which are  Great Britain 
and Ireland.

Prehistory the period of time before written records.

Inhabit Live in or occupy a place or environment.

Culture Art, customs and behaviour of a group of 
people

Resources the movement of people from one place to 
another with the intentions of settling, 
permanently or temporarily, at a new location

Origin The start, centre or beginning of something or 
the place where a person comes from

Multicultural A  country that contains many different cultural 
groups.

2000 BC

Key groups
Hunter gatherers – Early groups of humans that relied on hunting and 
gathering to survive
The  Celts – A collection of European tribes who share a similar 
language and culture and dominated much of Europe during the 
Bronze Age.
The Romans– A large empire that ruled  land in parts of Europe, Asia 
and Africa.
Anglo-Saxons – A group of tribes from Germany that migrated and 
dominated the British Isles for 5 centuries.
Vikings – Seafaring people form the far north of Europe who were 
known for being pirates and fierce warriors.
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Sequences
•A sequence is a set of numbers/pictures/objects that follow a fixed pattern. Each number/picture/object in the sequence is called a term
of the sequence.
•Can you draw or write the next term in these sequences?

a) 5, 8, 11, 14 b) 22, 17, 12, 7 c) d)
• Arithmetic sequences are linear. A number sequence is linear if the difference between terms is constant.
This is a linear sequence: This is a linear sequence:

Which two of these sequences are linear?
a) 3, 12, 48, 192 b) 20, 17, 14, 11 c) 15, 21, 27, 33 d) 1, 4, 9, 16
• If the terms in a sequence are going up the number line, it is an ascending sequence. If the terms are going down, it is descending.
Understanding and using algebraic notation
•Letters can be used to represent a number. These representations are called variables.
•As a variable represents a number, we can perform mathematical operations on variables. We write these down as expressions:

•If we are told what number a variable represents, we can substitute this into expressions to find their value:

Equality and Equivalence
• If we are told the value of an expression, we can use an equals sign to write an equation. The letter is then called the unknown and we 

can work backwards using inverse operations to find what number the unknown represents. This is called solving an equation.

Expression Meaning Picture

5𝑎𝑎 5 multiplied by 𝑎𝑎
𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑏𝑏 multiplied by 𝑏𝑏

Expression Meaning Picture

𝑑𝑑
3

𝑑𝑑 divided by 3

𝑒𝑒2 𝑒𝑒 multiplied by 𝑒𝑒

Expression Value of the variables Substitution Value of the expression

7𝑝𝑝 𝑝𝑝 = 4 7𝑝𝑝 = 7 × 4 7𝑝𝑝 = 28
𝑚𝑚
4

𝑚𝑚 = 44 𝑚𝑚
4 = 44 ÷ 4 𝑚𝑚

4 = 11

𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑓𝑓 = 7 and 𝑓𝑓 = 9 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 7 × 9 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = 63

Autumn 1 - Maths Year 7 Knowledge organiser – Algebraic thinking

Equation Picture Solution

𝑘𝑘 − 36 = 94 𝑘𝑘 = 94 + 36
𝑘𝑘 = 130

Equation Picture Solution

4𝑥𝑥 = 18 𝑥𝑥 = 18
4 = 9

2 = 4.5

Equation Picture Solution

7 = 𝑟𝑟
3

7 × 3 = 𝑟𝑟
21 = 𝑟𝑟

Operation Inverse Operation

× 7 ÷ 7
+12 −12
÷ 4 × 4
−9 +9
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER – Autumn 1  2020/21

Year 7 Knowledge Organiser Orchestral Music: Instruments of the Orchestra Autumn 1

These are the notes on the stave for Treble Clef.
This is something you will need to memorise for every music related task you 
will EVER do, so it is really important to find a way to remember this!
For example: Every Good Boy Deserves Football / FACE J

Keywords:
Stave: A set of five lines and four spaces on which notes are written to indicate their pitch.
Pitch: How high or low a musical sound is.
Treble Clef: Another name for the G clef. You can see this as the treble clef is a fancy letter G, which centres 
on the second line, which is where the note G sits!
Rhythm: the pattern of long and short sounds as you move through the song. See the note tree for the 
different note lengths!
Orchestra: A mixed group of instruments with Strings, Woodwind, Brass, Percussion and a Conductor. 
Orchestral: Music played by an orchestra.
Instrument Families: Families is another word for the different sections of the orchestra, for example the 
String Family.
Critical Listening: Listening to a piece of music with extra care and attention, listening to more than just the 
notes or lyrics. 
Music Theory: This is everything we will cover when learning the notes on the stave, the musical note tree, 
and drink rhythms. This also covers definitions and other important information about how to notate and 
describe music.
Notation: Notation is how we write music using a staff or a score. 
Pulse: Pulse is a steady beat like a ticking clock or your heartbeat.
Note: A musical sound or the symbol used to write it down.
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• Dance
• Drama
• Musical Theatre
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DANCE
Performance Skills Choreographic Skills 

Energy- Showing commitment with 100% enthusiasm 
throughout your performance. 

Projection- Exaggerating all movements to make sure 
that they look big and visible.

Extension- Stretching out arms and legs so all 
movements are executed clearly.

Timing- Moving in time with the music and with the 
group.

Dynamics- Using different speeds when dancing. 

Facial Expressions- Using your face to show your 
character’s emotion whilst dancing.

Movement Memory- Being able to remember a long 
sequence of movements. 

Canon- Performing the same movement, one dancer 
after another.

Unison- All dancers performing the same movement 
at the same time. 

Motif Development- Changing the key movement of 
the routine to make it more unique. 

Formations- The way the dancers arrange themselves 
onstage. 

Duet- A pair of dancers performing together.

Quartet- Four dancers performing together.

Question and Answer- Performing a move that is a 
response to the move before it. 

Remember, performance skills will 
improve how you perform your moves 
but choreographic skills will make your 
dance routines more interesting to 
watch!

Being able to remember a long Showing commitment with 100% enthusiasm Movement MemoryEnergy Showing commitment with 100% enthusiasm 
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS - SUMMER TERM 2 2020

Drama
When acting, the two ways you perform are verbally
(with your words) and non-verbally (with your actions)

Key Techniques

Gestures A movement (usually a hand 
movement) that means 
something.

Levels The different heights that actors 
reach when standing onstage.

Body Expression Using your body to express your 
feelings.

Facial Expression Using your face to express your 
feelings.

Still 
Image/Freeze 
Frame 

A scene onstage that tells a story 
where all of the characters are 
completely still like a painting or 
photograph.

Spoken Thought When characters in a freeze 
frame speak and tell the 
audience how they are currently 
feeling.

Spacing The space between actors 
onstage. 

Chorusing A large group of actors onstage 
that describe and talk about the 
action of the play.

Remember when you are creating a scene:Remember when you are creating a scene:
1.
Remember when you are creating a scene:

Who is in the scene and why?

2. Think about where the audience is sitting and make Think about where the audience is sitting and make 
sure that they can see your face.

3. Does anyone change their levels?

4. How do the characters change as the scene goes on?

5. Is there a clear beginning, middle and end?

A piece performed by one actor is called a solo performance.

What is a piece with two actors
called?

A P_ _ _ _ _ Performance

What is a piece with three actors 
called?

A T _ _ _ Performance

What is a piece with a very large 
group of actors called?

An E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Performance 

Melodrama is a style of drama where the actor performs all 
speech, actions and movements in a very over-the-top way.

Mime is a non-verbal style of performance that is strongly 
rooted in French tradition. Instead of props, mime artists use 
their bodies to create invisible objects. It is often comedic 
and is very popular as street performance.

Physical Theatre is a style of theatre that uses movement 
and physicality to tell a story or to show how a character is 
feeling. 
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Musical Theatre

The Voice

Articulation- Speaking clearly with 
enunciation
Tone- Using the shape of the mouth to 
change the sound of a note 
Projection- Speaking with enough volume so you 
can be heard 
Accent- changing your style of speech to show where 
a character is from 
Emphasis- Placing stress on certain sounds to give 
them more importance 

Musical Theatre is the combination of music, 
dance and drama into one art form that is 
usually a spectacle to look at.

Acting
In Musical Theatre, acting is usually 

more exaggerated than in other plays. 
You can achieve this with:

Characterisation- Always staying in role 
by moving and talking like your 

character would at all times
Body Language- Expressing your 

character’s feelings and attitudes 
without words by exaggerating your 

movements to the audience
Proxemics- Using difference distances 

between characters to show their 
relationships to each other

Levels- If your characters stand at 
different heights onstage then this can 

show how important they are  

Singing 
Singing is a vital part of the 

storytelling in musicals
Pitch- When you sing the right 

notes 
Flat- When your voice is lower 

than the note you need to sing
Sharp- When your voice is higher 
than the note you need to sing 
than the note you need to get
Volume- Keeping your voice 

either loud or quiet
Breath control- Making sure 
you’ve had a deep enough 

breath to sing a phrase breath to sing a phrase 
show how important they are  

Dance
Energy- Providing 100% commitment
Projection- Maximising movement and 
make everything look as big as possible
Extension- Lengthening your arms and legs 
Timing- Counting in time with the music 
and your group
Dynamics- Showing a range of different 
movement such as: fast and sharp, slow 
and soft
Movement Memory- Being able to repeat 
the movement with ease
Canon- Performing the same movement, 
one after another
Unison- Performing at the same time
Motif development- Using action, space 
and dynamic changes to the add to or 
alter original motif to make it your own
Formations- Creating various shapes to 
perform in

27
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YEAR 7 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISERS 

Rugby
Basic rules 
The aim of the game is very simple - use the ball to score more points than the other team. 
You can run with the ball, kick it and pass it, but passing forwards is not allowed. Rugby 
union is a contact sport, so you can tackle an opponent in order to get the ball, as long as you 
stay within the rules.
Skills and techniques 
Passing- Release the ball with a flick of the wrists and fingers. Follow through with your 
fingers pointing to the target - chest high in front of the receiver.

Ruck- The ruck is a phase of play where one or more players from each team, who are on 
their feet, in physical contact, close around the ball on the ground".

Maul- The maul is about physical strength and power. The maul is when at least three players 
from either side are in contact together, challenging the player with the ball.

Tackling-Only the ball carrier can be tackled by an opposing player. A tackle occurs when the 
ball carrier is held by one or more opponents and is brought to ground, i.e. has one or both 
knees on the ground, on top of another player. 

Badminton 
Basic rules 
A badminton match consists of the best of 3 games to 21 points.
To decide who serves first players perform a coin toss/ racket spin/ shuttle toss.
To score a point you need to land the shuttle on your opponent’s floor within the court 
boundaries without them being able to return it. You can also score a point if your opponent hits 
the shuttle in the net or outside of the court boundary.
Skills and Techniques 

Forehand- A forehand shot is when you hit the shuttle on the racket side of your body. For 
example, if you are right handed you will hit the shuttle on the right side of your body.

Backhand- A backhand shot is where you hit the shuttle on from non-racket side. For example, if 
a right handed player needs to hit a shuttle on the left side of their body they will move their 
racket arm across their body to play the shot.

Serve- The first shot in a rally and must abide by serving laws. A serve can be performed either 
forehand or backhand. The best serves are either short serves and so land on or just beyond the 
service line, or long serves and land into the rear tramlines (or just in front of the tramlines in 
doubles). In full court games serves must travel diagonally.

Netball 
Basic rules
Offside  - A player with or without the ball cannot move into an area of the court that is not 
designated for their position. This will result in a free pass being awarded to the opposing 
team. Held Ball – A player is only allowed to hold the ball for 3 seconds. A free pass will be 
awarded to the opposing team if the ball is held over 3 seconds
Skills and Techniques 
Footwork  - A player can receive the ball: With one/both feet grounded or jump to catch the 
ball and land on one/two feet simultaneously and pivot on the spot with the other foot If 
you break the footwork 
Shooting – the goal shooter and goal attack can both shoot in netball, the shooting 
technique points for shooting are; feet shoulder width apart, hips square onto post, hold ball 
high above head slightly behind, elbows slightly bent, release action starts by bending knees 
and pushing up onto the balls of your feet 
Passing – There are a variety of passes used in netball depending on the game situation you 
are in. The most common types of passes used are the chest pass, bounce pass, shoulder 
pass and overhead pass. 

Football
Basic rules
The game is started by a kick off in the centre of the pitch, on the referee’s whistle. The main 
game has 11 players per team (consisting of goal keeper, defenders, midfielders and strikers).
To score a goal, the ball must cross the opposition’s goal line. The team with the most goals at 
the end of the game will win the game.
Skills and Techniques 
Dribbling - Dribbling allows you to move the ball around the field without losing possession. 
Keep the ball close to your feet at all times, when running with it. Use the inside of your foot to 
control the ball when moving. Don’t look down when running with the ball. Keep your head up.

Passing - Non-kicking foot is closest to the ball. Kicking foot needs to be at a right angle to the ball 
Body over the ball Eyes focused upon the ball and arms are to be used for balance.

Shooting -Non kicking foot needs to be next to the ball and player needs to keep their body 
balanced with their head slightly over the top of the ball. Contact the ball either with the side of 
the foot (placement of ball) top of the foot (to generate power). Both legs need to be flexed but 
when striking the ball, kicking foot needs to be fully extended on the follow-through. For 
accuracy, aim to shoot between the goalkeeper and the posts.
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Power and Belief
Key terms

Fact A thing that is known or proved to be true

Belief Having trust, faith, or confidence in something being true or real

Tradition A behavior which is often associated with a belief 

Monotheism A belief in just one God

Polytheism A belief in more than one God

Agnostic A person who does not make absolute claims about the existence of 
God. God may or may not exist and does not claim that their belief is 
true.

Atheist A person who does not believe in the existence of God or Gods

Theist A person who believes a supernatural being or God 

Influence The ability to shape or impact what people think or do 

Liberal Ideas Accept that  traditional ideas may change and adopt newer ideas

Orthodox Ideas Following traditional ideas or those which most people believe 
within a religion   

Key terms 

Moral Evil Evil caused or created by humans

Natural Evil Natural disasters, such as floods or Tsunamis 

Miracle An event which may have no scientific explanation

Free Will The ability to act on your own and make your own choices. The 
opposite of fate.

Afterlife The idea that life can exist after death

Omnipotent The idea in an all powerful God(s)

Key Beliefs and Theories 

Ideas about 
the origins of 
the universe 

• The universe was designed and made by God or a deity 
• The creation story in Genesis says that God created the world in six 

days
• Liberal Christians believe that the Bible is just a story and many 

agree with scientific  ideas about creation 
• The Big Bang theory argues that the universe started a as a dense 

collection of mass which expanded creating stars, galaxies and 
plants

• The theory of evolution says that animals change over time an that 
humans evolved and were not designed  

• Intelligent design believes that the complexity of life on earth means 
the world must have a designer, which may not need to be a God

Ideas about 
the afterlife

• Sin and what happens in the current life affects the next
• Many major religions believe in the existence of a soul 
• Buddhists believe in reincarnation, the cycle of death and rebirth.
• Roman Catholics often believe in a ‘middle stage’ called purgatory 
• Some Christians believe in the return of Jesus and an ultimate 

Judgement Day

Ideas about 
the existence 
of evil

• Natural Evil exists due to free will
• Gods creation may have a purpose that humans cannot understand 
• Humans have a duty to minimise the impact of natural evil 
• Evil comes from ‘the fall of Adam and Eve’
• Evil exists to give humans an opportunity to do good
• As well as good in the world, another force exists which is evil
• Natural evil is just the way the world works

Reincarnation • The rebirth of a soul in another body or a new version of something 
from the past.

The Theory of 
Evolution

Created by Charles Darwin and suggests that humans evolved over 
time.

Intelligent 
Design

The idea that the world was created by a designer/designers due to 
how complex the world is
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Science: Ecology 
Key facts – ecosystems 

Community All the populations of different organisms that live together in a 
habitat.

Ecosystem A community of animals, plants and microorganisms, together with the 
habitat where they live.

Environment All the conditions that surround a living organism.
Habitat The place where an organism lives.
Population All of the members of a single species that live within a geographical 

area.
Species A type of organism that is the basic unit of classification. Individuals of 

different species are not able to interbreed successfully.

Key facts – feeding relationships 
Carnivore An animal that eats meat or flesh only.

Herbivore An animal that feeds only on plants.

Omnivore An animal that eats both plants and meat.
Predator An animal that hunts, kills and eats other animals for food.
Prey Organisms that predators kill for food.

Producer Plants that begin food chains and absorb energy from the sun for
photosynthesis 

Consumer An organism that obtains its energy by eating other organisms.

Food chain A sequence (usually shown as a diagram) of feeding relationships 
between organisms, showing which organisms eat what and the 
movement of energy through trophic levels.

Food web A network of food chains, showing how they all link together.
Pyramid of numbers A diagram that shows the relative numbers of organisms at each stage 

in a food chain.

Key facts – sampling techniques 
Sampling Different methods used to estimate the size of a population in an 

ecosystem

Quadrats A quadrat is usually a square made of wire. The organisms underneath, 
usually plants, can be identified and counted.

Pooters A pooter is a small jar used for collecting insects. It has two tubes - one 
goes into your mouth so you can apply suction, and the other goes over 
the insect so that is sucked into the jar. 

Pitfall traps A pitfall trap is often used to get a sample of small invertebrates living on 
the ground, such as beetles, spiders and slugs. It consists of a container, 
such as a yoghurt carton, buried in the ground.

Key facts – adaptations and competition
Adaptation Features that organisms have to help them survive in particular 

habitats e.g. sharp claws, good hearing, thick fur

Competition Competition may occur between organisms if there is a limited 
amount of food, water, space, mates, territory etc.

Interdependence When the population size of one species affects the size of 
another we say they are interdependent 

Endangered animal A species with very few members left existing in the wild

Extinct species A species of which there are no members left e.g. dodo, 
mammoth
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Year 7 Tick off each time you complete Independent Study using your Knowledge Organiser
Week Beginning

21th Sept ‘20

Week Beginning

29th Sept ‘20

Week Beginning

5th Oct ‘20

Week Beginning

12th Oct ‘20

Week Beginning

19th Oct ‘20

Week Beginning

26th Oct ‘20

English

Maths

Science

History

Geography

Spanish

Art

Dance

Drama

Musical Theatre

PE

Business

Food

3D Design

IT

Computer Science

Power and Belief
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